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COWG Emergency Services Specialty Renewal Process 
 
A. Simply participating in one mission to renew a specialty was removed from CAPR 60-3 in 2001. 
Renewals since then require that advanced tasks be demonstrated and evaluated during the renewal 
process. The Colorado Wing ES Specialty Renewal Process requires the use of paper SQTRs as follows: 
 
1. A Qualified Evaluator evaluates the advanced tasks. It is up to the evaluator to determine which of the 
advanced tasks constitute an adequate demonstration of competency for that qualification. The evaluator 
enters on a paper SQTR his/her name, CAPID, date, and mission number in the respective places for 
each evaluated task. Enter this information only for the advanced tasks actually evaluated, don’t change 
anything on the others, just ignore them. The Qualified Evaluator also completes one of the two exercise 
participation lines on the SQTR with mission number, signature, CAPID and date and gives it to the 
evaluated member for his/her individual CAPF 114 record. 
  
2. The evaluated member is responsible for ensuring that: 
 

a. A copy of the properly completed paper SQTR is uploaded into eServices Ops Quals. 
 
b. Only the tasks which were evaluated and the single mission line are updated on the electronic 
SQTR in Ops Quals. Do not alter any other entries on the electronic SQTR.  
 
c. In the event of an MP Form 91 automatically generating an MP, MO and MS renewal in Ops 
Quals, the evaluator completes the Form 91 AND each of the SQTRs. Copies of the paper 
SQTRs are uploaded and updated in Ops Quals as above. 
 
d. The updated electronic SQTR is submitted, which will initiate the approval process. 
 
e. The Unit Commander and/or Group Commander approves, or disapproves, the renewal in Ops 
Qual. The electronic SQTR will be forwarded to Wing for approval when the unit and group level 
approvals are entered and submitted. 

 
3. It is possible and even desirable to record multiple renewals on a single SQTR. This is one reason for 
the sortie equivalency chart. As an example, a Ground Team Leader renewal evaluation can also obtain 
credit for GTM1, 2 ,3 and UDF if the member and evaluator are already qualified in those specialties. Use 
the GTL SQTR and have the evaluator write "renewal for GTL, GTM2, GTM3, & UDF" (as appropriate) on 
the SQTR.  A second example is a Mission Pilot who is  also a MO/MS; write "renewal for MP, MO, & MS" 
on the MP SQTR. This is in addition to the evaluator name, CAPID, date, mission number, and signature.  
 
4. In multi-specialty renewals, the evaluator must include advanced tasks on the SQTRs for all of the 
specialties during the evaluations. Otherwise, we may have mission pilots who cannot operate the CAP 
VHF-FM radio, ARCHER Trac Technicians who cannot perform visual scanning, and GTLs who do not 
remember anything about working with aircrews.  
 
5. The process uses the paper SQTR renewal documentation to avoid over-writing all the task dates in 
Ops Quals. Those dates are the only record of how long a person has been qualified in a particular 
specialty.  If all of the old task dates are replaced with new dates, it appears the member has no 
experience. This can be a problem if this member is to be a Qualified Evaluator because CAPR 60-3 
requires a minimum of one year experience in a specialty before a member can be an evaluator.  
 
6. Major Bill O'Connor, Wing DSO, asked NHQ about the possibility of including an initial qualification 
date for ES specialties in Ops Quals, like they do for Form 5 check rides.  That has been implemented in 
the recent eServices upgrade.
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B. For expired ES specialties, there is no longer a two-year grace period for renewals after expiration.  If 
a specialty has been expired by even one month, CAPR 60-3 paragraph 2-5 must be followed:  
 
1. Re-qualification Procedures for Expired Specialties.  
a. Individuals previously qualified in various specialty qualification areas may re-qualify without re-
accomplishing all initial training requirements within the three years the qualification is active. These 
personnel must demonstrate proficiency in the specialty to earn their expired qualification by:  

(1) Accomplishing any tasks not previously completed on the current SQTR,  
(2) Being evaluated by a qualified supervisor on at least one mission (training or actual) in each 
specialty (or equivalent specialty as outlined on the NHQ CAP/DOS website),  
(4) Satisfactorily completing the advanced tasks that the evaluator chooses, and  
(3) Satisfactorily completing applicable parts of the current CAPTs 116, 117, OPSEC Training, 
and NIMS Training.  

b. The wing commander or his or her designee will approve re-qualifications.  
 
2. If a member lets a specialty expire (three years for all except MP which is two years), and was not 
evaluated on advanced tasks and at least one mission during the time the specialty was current, then 
renewal will require evaluation of all the advanced tasks and evaluation in that specialty on two missions. 
 
3. Paper SQTRs in both cases will be used following the same process as for non-expired specialties. 
 
C. A Qualified Evaluator and a Qualified Supervisor are NOT necessarily equivalent.  
 
1. Per CAPR 60-3 para. 2-2(a)(1) and (2) a Qualified Evaluator is a member who has completed SET 
training, is current and qualified in the specialty being evaluated for at least a year. 
 
2. A Qualified Supervisor on the other hand, might not be SET qualified, or not qualified in a certain 
specialty.  

a. If the Supervisor is not SET qualified, the Supervisor can't sign off tasks or mission 
participation in any specialty. 
b. If the Supervisor is not current in a specialty, the Supervisor cannot sign off tasks or 
participation in that specialty. 
c. If the Supervisor is not qualified in a particular specialty, the Supervisor cannot sign off tasks or 
participation in that specialty. 

 
3. Incident commanders are not exempt from these rules. 
 
4. CAPR 60-3 para. 2-2(b) states that a trainee will not receive credit for sign-offs made by a Qualified 
Supervisor who is not also a Qualified Evaluator. 


